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 Our Gospel lesson this morning is built around questions.  The lesson begins with 

the chief priests and elders of the Jewish people asking Jesus a question about his 

authority:  what authority does He claim and from where does it come?, they ask.  And 

their question is prompted by the fact that this lesson is set on the Monday of Holy Week 

in Matthew’s Gospel.  Which means that just the day before this, Jesus entered Jerusalem 

in procession on the day we now call Palm Sunday, accompanied by a huge crowd.  Then, 

he entered the Temple and turned over the tables of the money changers, completely 

challenging and upsetting the status quo and the  powers-that-be.  On this next day, the 

powers-that-be are looking for ways to gain back some of their lost authority and 

prestige.  They long to embarrass and discredit Jesus, as He is in the Temple, and to 

regain some status with the gathered crowd there.  So they ask their question.  Jesus 

responds to their question with a question of his own, however, asking them how they 

understood the authority of John the Baptist, a question that stumps them and leaves them 

temporarily stymied.  They want to denounce John, but they don’t dare to do so in front 

of the people, who held him in high regard. “We don’t know”, they are forced to concede.  

Which leads Jesus to tell a parable, a short story.  He begins it with this crucial question, 

the third question in just the few verses we’ve studied so far:  "What do You think?”  And 

he proceeds with the story.  “What do you think?”  So far, there have been three key 

questions in this exchange, including an invitation to think.  And this is a typical method 

of learning and discourse within the ancient Jewish world; posing questions and inviting 

response was a standard tool of teaching.   



 All these questions make me think about the questions I have asked or heard this 

week.  The best question I heard this week came from a member of our Lectio Divina 

group on Tuesday morning, who asked us, “When this polarizing election time is over, 

how will we individually find common ground with those with whom we are currently 

standing in opposition?”  Right?  How will we find common ground with the family 

members, friends, and neighbors with whom there is now contention and controversy?  

Because whatever happens, we will need to find common ground if we are ever to do any 

healing and move forward in any way as families, communities, and a nation.  That’s an 

important question.  And in some ways, it’s the question that lies behind the parable Jesus 

tells after asking us, “What do you think?” 

 Significantly, this story involves a father and two brothers.  And there is a long 

history of stories featuring two or more brothers throughout Scripture, a history which no 

doubt is intended to frame this simple parable.  There’s Cain and Abel; there’s Jacob and 

Esau; there’s all of the brothers of Joseph; there’s even the two brothers in the Parable of 

the prodigal son. In all of these cases, there is noticeable sibling rivalry and tension.  Here 

we also have two brothers, and they appear, in good Biblical tradition, to approach life 

differently from one another.  The father asks the first son to go and work in the vineyard 

for the day.  And alert worshipers will realize that we have had several parables set in 

vineyards recently on Sunday mornings. There is an obvious reason for this.  Vineyards 

were a common sight and major source of commerce in ancient Palestine, a familiar and 

important part of daily life for Jesus’ listeners.  This father asks his oldest son to work in 

the vineyard, and that son says, “I will not”, but later he changes his mind and goes.  The 



father asks the second son to likewise go and work in the vineyard, and he replies, “I go, 

sir”, but he does not go. And given the long history of brotherly rivalry throughout 

Scripture, we could fairly read into this interaction that not only are the two brothers of 

different natures, but very likely they are reacting against one another. It may well be that 

because the first brother said he wouldn’t go, the second brother, in order to contrast 

himself, assures his father that he will.  And it may also be that because the older brother 

actually does go in the end, the second brother makes sure that he doesn’t.  In other 

words, they may tend to simply play off against one another in contrary ways because of 

a long-standing rivalry and basic contentiousness. And I find this approach to 

understanding this parable to be helpful and relevant, because I can’t help but feel that a 

similar dynamic may exist among all of us in our present polarization.  We might sum up 

that dynamic by saying:  “If you’re for it, I must be against it.  If you’re against it, I must 

be for it.”  It’s that simple.  We don’t even have to think!   We are just plain contentious 

and certain that the other camp is consistently mistaken, so we must think and behave in 

opposition. I know for a fact that I am guilty of this kind of knee-jerk reaction right now, 

and looking around, it appears to me to have become a current practice for a whole lot of 

us. The problem:  we can’t find common ground.  We can’t get along. We can’t work in 

the vineyard together to do what needs to be done.   

 How does Jesus attempt to dismantle this tendency?   He holds up two values in 

this parable.  One value is that of asking questions and of thinking.  “What do you 

think?”, he asks.  Not , “what’s your knee jerk reaction?” or “what’s your immediate 

assumption, accurate or not?”, but “what do you think?”  Thinking implies 



thoughtfulness, reflection, critical insights.  Thinking is different than merely reacting.  

This is the first strategy we could employ, following Jesus’ example: questioning and 

thinking.  

 Secondly, He holds up the importance of having the ability to change one’s mind.  

The first brother actually does his father’s will, because, we read, “later he changed his 

mind and went.”  He changed his mind.  Did you know that was even allowed?  And as a 

result of his change of mind, he changed his course of action.  And at the conclusion of 

the parable, Jesus critiques the chief priests and elders for their inability to change their 

minds.  He declares to them that even after they saw how God was working through John 

the Baptist and through Himself, “you did not change your minds and believe”.   They are 

locked rigidly into their thought and behavior patterns, locked into reacting rather than 

thinking, and that leaves no room for learning, changing one’s mind, or discovering 

common ground.  Jesus would have us do differently. He suggests here that here is value 

at times in the ability to change one’s mind.  

 This parable, we have seen, is set in a vineyard for good reason within its 

Scriptural context.  For our purposes, on an Autumn Garden Sunday, the setting of a 

vineyard is also valuable.  As the pictures Scott has included in our worship services have 

shown, vineyards can be very beautiful—they are an example of abundant gardens and 

God’s bounty.  And right now we are in a most beautiful Autumn season along the north 

shore, also experiencing God’s bounty in this huge outdoor Garden we call nature.  In the 

sense that we are given the responsibility in Scripture to be caretakers of Creation, it’s 

fair to say that we are also asked by our Father to go and work in the vineyard.  It’s also 



fair to say that like everything else in our disagreeable world, caring for creation also 

evokes kneejerk reactions amongst us.  For example—“If you’re for mining, I must be 

against it.” “ If you believe climate change is real, I must believe it’s a myth.”  “If you 

believe wolves should be on the endangered species list, I must believe they should not.”   

“Whatever you may believe about composting, pesticides, solar energy, I must believe 

differently.”    All of which brings up the same problem—how can we work in the 

vineyard of God’s creation together for the glory of God and the good of our neighbor if 

we can’t ever get along and find common ground?  Can we, instead of reacting against 

one another in nearly automatic rivalry, instead ask questions?  Genuine questions?  Can 

we listen to the answers and then think, rather than react without the benefit of thought?  

Can we be open to changing our minds and to searching for common ground?  Because 

maybe there are more possibilities than we believe or more approaches than just our own.  

In fact, maybe change for the better is possible, not only outside of ourselves, but within?  

Jesus believes that, and Jesus calls us to that.  We are called to question, to listen, to 

think, to change our minds at time, to find ways to discover common ground, to be open 

to new possibilities.  That’s how we tend the vineyard productively; that’s how we answer 

Christ’s call to honor God and serve our neighbor.  Amen. 


